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Lupe Impala, El Chavo Flapjack, and Elirio Malaria love working with cars. You name it, they can fix

it. But the team's favorite cars of all are lowridersâ€”cars that hip and hop, dip and drop, go low and

slow, bajito y suavecito. The stars align when a contest for the best car around offers a prize of a

trunkful of cashâ€”just what the team needs to open their own shop! Â¡Ay chihuahua! What will it

take to transform a junker into the best car in the universe? Striking, unparalleled art from debut

illustrator Raul the Third recalls ballpoint-pen-and-Sharpie desk-drawn doodles, while the story is

sketched with Spanish, inked with science facts, and colored with true friendship. With a glossary at

the back to provide definitions for Spanish and science terms, this delightful book will educate and

entertain in equal measure.
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Look in the childrenâ€™s section for graphic novels from the Latino perspective and youâ€™ll find

precious few choices. Look there for books about lowriders and your choices will be still slimmer.

Here is Lowriders in Space, ready to fill both spots with a joyous, celebratory tale. You donâ€™t

need deep knowledge of the lowrider culture to appreciate this middle-grade graphic novel, brought

to you by the author-illustrator team of Cathy Camper and RaÃºl the Third.In the opening pages, we



meet three animal characters with Spanish names, all of whom work for a car-repair shop. The shop

is called Cartinflas, and this is just one of many playful allusions and verbal jokes in this book.

(Cartinflas plays on the name of the famous Mexican comic actor, Cantinflas.) Lupe Impala, (a wolf)

busts gender stereotypes as a female lead who knows her way around car engines. Her sidekicks,

the octopus El Chavo Flapjack and the mosquito Elirio Malaria, each specialize in key aspects of

automobile revamping in the lowrider style. Elirioâ€™s fine-tip proboscis doubles as a paintbrush

that turns out the sweetest racing stripes and airbrushed scenes you could imagine. El Chavoâ€™s

eight tentacles go to work washing, polishing and buffing cars to a high sheen.The trio dream of

going into business for themselves, but where will they find start-up money? A car competition with

a hefty cash prize gives them hope, but there are tough challenges to meet. First, they must find a

car to work their magic on. They settle for a rusty heap sitting on cinder blocks. Now for car parts. At

an abandoned airplane factory, they pick up mini air compressors and a box of rocket equipment.

After attaching the parts, theyâ€™re in for a surprise when Lupe cranks the engine and it launches

the car into the stratosphere.
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